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A METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR CONTEXTUAL

MESSAGING AS UTILIZED FOR DECISION SUPPORT

FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of computer systems. In particular the present

invention discloses a method and system for contextual messaging as utilized for decision

support.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Collaboration in the workplace is critical for the success of an organization, and with

the increase in electronic communication there is a growing need for message management.

Conventional peer-to-peer messaging and social networking do not have optimal contextual

support for organization of messages, actions, and decisions within the workplace. Peer-to-

peer or peer-to-topic messaging systems host and convey topic-based communications. The

primary limitation of these systems is the diminishing return of these systems as more users

"clutter" the system with increasingly irrelevant content.

SUMMARY

[0003] A method and system for contextual messaging as utilized for decision support is

disclosed. According to one embodiment, a computer-implemented method, comprises

receiving and storing information from an administrative client that establishes memberships of

a plurality of clients to a common contextual messaging system. Nomenclature information is

received from the administrative client that establishes a nomenclature for the common

contextual messaging system. A first client of the plurality of clients is permitted to accessing a

contextual messaging host server via a web browser associated with the first client. A message

is received from the first client. A message context is determined for the message using the

nomenclature information. Messages are clustered based on the message context in a message

database.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0004] The accompanying drawings, which are included as part of the present specification,

illustrate the presently preferred embodiment of the present invention and together with the

general description given above and the detailed description of one embodiment given below

serve to explain and teach the principles of the present invention.

[0005] Figure 1 is an exemplary user interface for a contextual messaging system, according to

one embodiment.

[0006] Figure 2 is a diagram depicting exemplary message views within a contextual



messaging system, according to one embodiment.

[0007] Figure 3a is an exemplary block and flow diagram depicting message creation from a

products list in a contextual messaging system, according to one embodiment.

[0008] Figure 3b is an exemplary block and flow diagram depicting message creation from a

suppliers tree in a contextual messaging system, according to one embodiment.

[0009] Figure 3c is an exemplary block and flow diagram depicting message creation from a

categories tree in a contextual messaging system, according to one embodiment.

[0010] Figure 3d is an exemplary block and flow diagram depicting message creation relating

to product discontinuation by a product administrator in a contextual messaging system,

according to one embodiment.

[001 1] Figure 3e is an exemplary block and flow diagram depicting message creation relating

to product editing or deletion by a product administrator in a contextual messaging system,

according to one embodiment.

[0012] Figure 3f is an exemplary block and flow diagram depicting message creation related to

partner data upload in a contextual messaging system, according to one embodiment.

[0013] Figure 4 is an exemplary user interface for message creation within a contextual

messaging system, according to one embodiment.

[0014] Figure 5 is an exemplary user interface for accessing messages within a contextual

messaging system, according to one embodiment.

[0015] Figure 6 is an exemplary message context box within a contextual messaging system,

according to one embodiment.

[0016] Figure 7 is an exemplary message context box with multiple actions within a contextual

messaging system, according to one embodiment.

[0017] Figure 8 is an exemplary message context box with a single action within a contextual

messaging system, according to one embodiment.

[0018] Figure 9a is an exemplary system level diagram of membership establishment in a

contextual messaging system, according to one embodiment.

[0019] Figure 9b is an exemplary system level diagram of a contextual messaging system.

according to one embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0020] A method and system for contextual messaging as utilized for decision support is

disclosed. According to one embodiment, a computer-implemented method comprises

receiving and storing information from an administrative client that establishes memberships of



a plurality of clients to a common contextual messaging system. Nomenclature information is

received from the administrative client that establishes a nomenclature for the common

contextual messaging system. A first client of the plurality of clients is permitted to accessing a

contextual messaging host server via a web browser associated with the first client. A message

is received from the first client. A message context is determined for the message using the

nomenclature information. Messages are clustered based on the message context in a message

database.

[0021] A contextual messaging system (CMS) enables users within an interrelated business

community to communicate actionable messages centered on a common nomenclature. Unlike

most messaging systems, CMS is not a peer-to-peer system. Nor is it an open or closed forum

for user comments. As such, the distracting and cluttered nature of social networking systems

is avoided, leading to greater utilization within a professional environment. Rather, it is a

system for delivering business-rule driven, contextually clustered messaging documents in a

network of related, but separate organizations. These message documents can contain relevant,

programmatic actions and are delivered via message views based on the application context.

[0022] Figure 1 is an exemplary user interface for a contextual messaging system, according to

one embodiment. A user interface 101 allows a user to login and access messages according to

a variety of contexts. A user may view messages for a particular client 102 for example, and

messages are sorted 104 based on several set rules. The user may select the appropriate tab

103 for what message view is desired, and messages will be displayed in a list 105 accordingly.

[0023] Figure 9a is an exemplary system level diagram of membership establishment in a

contextual messaging system, according to one embodiment. In one embodiment, an

administrative client 904 completes a subscription process to gain access to a contextual

messaging application which resides on a contextual messaging host server 905. Accessing the

contextual messaging host server 905 via any web browser or other client technology over the

internet, the administrative client establishes a membership 907 of clients 901, 902, 903 which

may access the contextual messaging application from their respective systems. The client

901, 902, 903 systems can be computers or any other input-output devices.

[0024] The contextual messaging host server 905 stores information received from the

administrative client 904 in the client information, nomenclature and messaging database 906.

Nomenclature, as referred to here, is the information used by the present system to determine a

message's context. The client information, nomenclature and messaging database 906 is

depicted as separate from the contextual messaging host server 905 in this example, but they

may also reside on the same system in another embodiment.



[0025] Figure 9b is an exemplary system level diagram of a contextual messaging system,

according to one embodiment. Once the administrative client 914 has established a

membership 913. any client 908, 909, 910 in the membership 913, as well as the administrative

client 914, may access the contextual messaging application residing on the contextual

messaging host server 9 1 1. The contextual messaging host server 9 11 communicates with and

receives information from the client information, nomenclature and messaging database 912.

The client information, nomenclature and messaging database 912 is depicted as separate from

the contextual messaging host server 9 11 in this example, but they may also reside on the same

system in another embodiment.

[0026] Figure 2 is a diagram depicting exemplary message views within a contextual

messaging system, according to one embodiment. How a user views a message 205 (how the

message is displayed to the user) is determined by the current context and the messaging rules

established by user permissions, message categorization, the relationship of the message source

organization and user-specific message flags. The current context is based upon where a

message is selected from within a software application, for example the context is supplier if a

user is accessing information based on a particular supplier and wants to view related

messages.

[0027] In one embodiment, message types can be flagged as being relevant to a broad range of

user organizations if they meet specific permission criteria, such as a current subscription to a

content source or membership within the source organization. Upon creation, messages are

normalized to a particular organizational scheme. Messages are created at the partner 201 level,

supplier 207 level, the content provider 203 level, and at the internal 208 level. In these

examples, messages are assigned to either a category 202, a group of categories, a particular

supplier 204, or a particular product 206.

[0028] Each message type has a message domain. For example, internal messages 208 are

only available to users belonging to the same organization as the user that created the message.

Messages can only be deleted from the messaging network by their creator or by expiration

rules established by the message creator or message type. However, any user can flag most

messages to be removed from their message queue. This removes the message from all of their

message views in all relevant applications, but will not affect any other users " view of the same

message. Thus, over time, and with minimum intrusion, each user develops his or her unique

and continuously evolving, contextual view of these diverse sources of relevant information.

[0029] Figures 3a-3f are exemplary block and flow diagrams depicting message creation in a

contextual messaging system, according to one embodiment. In one embodiment, four types of



organizations, each with a unique set of message delivery rules, can create messages and

submit the messages in each of three primary normalization types. As an example the

normalization types may be category 324, supplier 313 or product 301. Normalization type

category 324 may include messages related to any category of topics other than those related to

suppliers 313 or products 301. The type supplier 313 might include everything related to a

particular supplier or suppliers in general, and the type product 301 might include any topic

related to a particular product or products in general. Who can create and edit these messages

is determined by administratively controlled user-level permissions. Messages are categorized

by authorized message creators, which establish the context of a message. The scope of these

selections vary with each organization type. Decision making throughout the message creation

process takes place on the contextual messaging host server 9 11, according to one

embodiment.

[0030] Figure 3a is an exemplary block and flow diagram depicting message creation from a

products list in a contextual messaging system, according to one embodiment. The flow begins

with whether or not a user is allowed to edit custom and/or create messages 302, and if so a

"new" button is displayed in a categories tree 303. Once "new" is selected, depending on

whether editing custom 304 or creating message 305 are allowed, a contract message choice

306 and/or product message choices 307 are displayed to the user. A contract message 306 can

be a message related to a product contract. A product message 307 can simply be any message

about a product or products in general. If a contract is selected 308, a new mode is opened to

allow for editing contracts 3 11. If a contract is not selected 308, and a message is selected 312,

then a popup is displayed 309 for editing/adding new messages. The flow from here continues

in the description of Figure 3b.

[0031] Figure 3b is an exemplary block and flow diagram depicting message creation from a

suppliers tree in a contextual messaging system, according to one embodiment. The flow

begins if creating messages 314 is allowed, and if so a "new" button is displayed in a categories

tree 315. Once "new" is selected, a popup is displayed 309 for editing/adding new messages.

The current organization type 316 is evaluated, and if the organization is a supplier then a type

radio button 321 is displayed. Depending on the user selection, either a supplier category

message 322 or a supplier product message 323 is added. If current organization type

evaluation 316 reveals it is a client, then the message type 317 will be selected. Depending on

the type selected either a client supplier 318, client category 319, or client product 320 message

is added.

[0032] Figure 3c is an exemplary block and flow diagram depicting message creation from a

categories tree in a contextual messaging system, according to one embodiment. The flow



begins if creating messages 325 is allowed, and if so a "new" button is displayed in a categories

tree 326. Once "new" is selected, the current organization is evaluated 310. The current

organization might be, as an example, a group purchasing organization. A group purchasing

organization can be an organization that is responsible for all purchasing for a given group. If

the current organization is a group purchasing organization, then a group buy message 327 is

added. If not then a popup is displayed 309 for editing/adding new messages and the flow

continues as described in Figure 3b above.

[0033] Figure 3d is an exemplary block and flow diagram depicting message creation relating

to product discontinuation by a product administrator in a contextual messaging system,

according to one embodiment. If a product is to be discontinued, it is flagged 329. If the

message is the first message 330 related to this product discontinuation then a new

discontinued message is automatically created 332. Otherwise any previous discontinued

messages are deleted 331 before automatically creating a new discontinued message 332.

[0034] Figure 3e is an exemplary block and flow diagram depicting message creation relating

to product editing or deletion by a product administrator in a contextual messaging system,

according to one embodiment. A product can be created or edited 334. If a product is being

created or added 336, and the market date is within 12 months 339 then a new release message

342 is automatically created. If the market date is not within 12 months 339 then a new

message to catalog is automatically created 341. If the product is not new, then the product has

already been created and just needs to be edited, as an example the market date may have

changed 335. If the new message to be created is the first message 337 and the market date is

within 12 months 340 then a new release message is automatically created 342. If the message

is not the first, then previous new release messages are deleted 338, and if the market date is

within 12 months 340 a new release message is automatically created 342.

[0035] Figure 3f is an exemplary block and flow diagram depicting message creation related to

partner data upload in a contextual messaging system, according to one embodiment. Partner

reports are uploaded 344, and whether or not the report is new or updated 345 a new partner

message is automatically created 346.

[0036] Figure 4 is an exemplary user interface for message creation within a contextual

messaging system, according to one embodiment. A user may create a new 401 message

utilizing selections within the interface. The selections may include client contract 402, as well

as set subjects according to the particular client in a message regarding box 403.

[0037] Figure 5 is an exemplary user interface for accessing messages within a contextual

messaging system, according to one embodiment. Once created, messages are not delivered to



any individual, but rather are posted to a message queue which resides on the contextual

messaging host server 9 11. Messages then become available to users within any relevant

application and are accessed via screens contextual to the user's workflow. The full message

view can be accessed by double-clicking the relevant message icon. The message view

delivered by this action will vary based on the context. A list of messages meeting the message

context will display. The messages appear in a list very similar in layout to a conventional

email inbox. However, this context will vary for nearly every product, supplier or category

selection. Each message type has a different detail (lower panel) layout and set of actions,

based on previously established business rules. When the user selects a message the

appropriate detail layout is displayed. The interface may include several view tabs, including

summary 501, items 502, lists 504 and products 503. A user may select a particular view 508

within the products tab 503, and the selected view may include graphics 509 associated with

each product. Based on a set of rules determining message type priority, icons (in this case

within a messaging column) 510 display the status of each message view. A mouse-over

message box 5 11 delivers more specific information regarding the nature of each message

view. Each message can have additional product information included in the interface, such as

category 505, manufacturer 506, and model 507.

[0038] Every message type has a read-only and a read-write mode, according to one

embodiment. Only the original message author can edit or delete a previously submitted

message. When edited, messages are resubmitted to the message queue. When deleted, the

messages are permanently removed from the message queue. For other users, deleting a

message only removes it from their current and related view contexts, but has no affect on

other users' message queues.

[0039] Figure 6 is an exemplary message context box within a contextual messaging system,

according to one embodiment. Displayed are messages 601, as well as information 602

specific to a selected message. The information 602 specific to a selected message can include

a client name 603, supplier 604 information, and scope 607. The message may contain a

subject 605, details 606, and any related notes 608.

[0040] Figure 7 is an exemplary message context box with multiple actions within a contextual

messaging system, according to one embodiment. Actions 709 may be embedded within

certain message types to enhance the user's ability to actively utilize the content within the

message. Also displayed are messages 701, as well as information 702 specific to a selected

message. The information 702 specific to a selected message can include a client name 703,

supplier 704 information, discontinued product 707 information, and suggested replacement

708 for the discontinued product, as an example. The message may contain a subject 705,



related notes 706, and actions 709.

[0041] Figure 8 is an exemplary message context box with a single action within a contextual

messaging system, according to one embodiment. Messages are displayed 801, as well as

information 802 specific to a selected message. The information 802 specific to a selected

message can include a client name 803, and product information 804, as an example. The

message may contain a subject 805, related notes 806, and a single action 807.

[0042] All tasks described herein are part of one embodiment and are not intended to limit the

scope of the invention.

[0043] A method and system for contextual messaging as utilized for decision support have

been described. Although various embodiments have been described with respect to specific

examples and subsystems, it will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art that the

concepts disclosed herein are not limited to these specific examples or subsystems but extends

to other embodiments as well. Included within the scope of these concepts are all of these

other embodiments as specified in the claims that follow.



CLAIMS

I claim:

1. A computer-implemented method, comprising:

receiving and storing information from an administrative client that establishes

memberships of a plurality of clients to a common contextual messaging system;

receiving and storing nomenclature information from the administrative client that

establishes a nomenclature for the common contextual messaging system;

permitting a first client of the plurality of clients to accessing a contextual messaging

host server via a web browser associated with the first client;

receiving a message from the first client;

determining a message context for the message using the nomenclature information;

and

clustering messages based on the message context in a message database.

2. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein message context comprises

category, supplier, and product.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein authorization to create messages is determined by

administratively controlled user permissions; and determining if the first client has

adequate permission to create a message.

3. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein messages are categorized by an

authorized message creator.

4. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein messages are delivered based on

a set of message delivery rules.

5. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein messages are read-only or read-

write.

6. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein messages may be edited or

deleted by a message author.

7. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein messages may be deleted by a

user other than a message author.

8. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein message views contain

programmatic actions.

9. A computer-readable medium having stored thereon a plurality of instructions, said

plurality of instructions when executed by a computer, cause said computer to perform:



receiving and storing information from an administrative client that establishes

memberships of a plurality of clients to a common contextual messaging system;

receiving and storing nomenclature information from the administrative client that

establishes a nomenclature for the common contextual messaging system;

permitting a first client of the plurality of clients to accessing a contextual messaging

host server via a web browser associated with the first client;

receiving a message from the first client;

determining a message context for the message using the nomenclature information;

and

clustering messages based on the message context in a message database.

10. The computer-readable medium of claim 9, wherein message context comprises

category, supplier, and product.

11. The computer-readable medium of claim 9, wherein authorization to create messages is

determined by administratively controlled user permissions; and wherein the plurality of

instructions cause the computer to perform determining if the first client has adequate

permission to create a message.

12. A system, comprising:

a contextual messaging host server;

a database that stores nomenclature, product and messaging information in

communication with the contextual messaging host server, and

an administrative client in communication with the contextual messaging host server

that establishes memberships of a plurality of clients to the common contextual messaging

host server;

wherein the administrative client establishes a nomenclature for the common contextual

messaging system and permits a first client of the plurality of clients to access the

contextual messaging host server via a web browser associated with the first client, and

wherein the contextual messaging host server receives a message from the first client,

determines a message context for the message using the nomenclature information, and

clusters messages based on the message context in a message database.

13. The system of claim 12, wherein message contexts include category, supplier, and

product.

14. The system of claim 12, wherein authorization to create messages is determined by

administratively controlled user permissions.



15. The system of claim 12, wherein messages are categorized by an authorized message

creator.

16. The system of claim 12, wherein messages are delivered based on a set of message

delivery rules.

17. The system of claim 12, wherein messages are read-only or read-write.

18. The system of claim 12, wherein messages may be edited or deleted by a message

author.

19. The system of claim 12, wherein messages may be deleted by a user other than a

message author.

20. The system of claim 12, wherein message views contain programmatic actions.
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